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A continuity of connection
The opening image of All This Can Happen is rich with texture. A man, lying in bed, stares back at us. Our engagement with this image in terms of movement comes more from our eye being drawn to the flickering light and shade-the difference in marks and scratches between each still image creating a dappled, frenetic effect as they run in sequence-than a direct response to the body on screen: the movement of the man's head is barely perceptible, seeming indeed, perhaps, a trick of the light. The shifting areas of light and shade render the man more and less visible, before the screen fades to a cloudy white. The man re-emerges from the cloud, his movement a jerky flicker, and the screen then splits into two, the left-hand portion showing an explosion on a hillside, disappearing into cloudy white smoke as, in the right hand portion, a soldier slides down the bank. Over the next fifty minutes the screen space continues to be filled with near-constant motion, at each moment offering several layers of information and inviting us to make connections between images.
The sheer volume of information with which we are presented ensures that any meaning we derive is as elusive and agile as choreography must be. As William Forsythe, in "Choreographic Objects," suggests:
Choreography is a curious and deceptive term. The word itself, like the processes it describes, is elusive, agile, and maddeningly unmanageable. To reduce choreography to a single definition is not to understand the most crucial of its mechanisms: to resist and reform previous conceptions of its definition. 4 It is testament to the rigorous, original and often playful organization of material in All This Can Happen that it does not become "maddeningly unmanageable" for the viewer. In this, the film aligns with the idea that choreography, as Jonathan Burrows puts it, might be "about making decisions-or about objects placed in relation to each other so that the whole exceeds the sum of the parts-or about a continuity of connection between materials." 5 Watching All This Can Happen, I felt I was being presented with an articulate answer to the central question Forsythe poses in his essay: "What else, besides the body, might choreographic thinking look like?" 6 The film marks a step forward in the active curiosity of both artists: a progression from Hinton's previous archive-derived works such as Birds and Snow (the latter a collaboration with choreographer Rosemary Lee), and a progression of Davies' long-standing interest in the choreographic possibilities of everyday movement.
According to Davies, when she told Hinton she would like to take the seemingly simple activity of walking as the impetus for their collaboration-the orchestration of "this massive amount of information-probably about one thousand activities in the body which allow us to walk" 7 -Hinton's reply was that this sounded very boring. 8 Hinton recalls that his immediate instinct was to "dramatize the walk." 9 
______________________________________________________________________________
For Hinton, as is evident in his other works, the grammar of film demands some form of narrative structure.
In watching All This Can Happen, it is fascinating to see these two sensibilities at work: the interplay of orchestration and dramatization as organizing principles bringing together contrasting cinematic conventions and histories. As art theorist and curator Laura U. Marks has observed:
In its early years cinema appealed to the emerging fascination with the instability of vision, to embodied vision and the viewer's physiological responses.… [But] As the language of cinema became standardized, cinema appealed more to narrative identification than to body identification. 10 All This Can Happen stands somewhere between these two positions, questioning the ways we perceive and formulate meaning. Burrows' suggestion of choreography as a "continuity of connection between materials" seems particularly apposite in positioning this film's questioning and construction of meaning as a choreographic endeavor.
A lasting impression
That dance is ephemeral is a given, being here and then gone; film disintegrates more slowly, allowing us to reflect upon it in a more leisurely way, but disappear it does. All This Can Happen foregrounds this slower but no less sure disappearance in two ways. Firstly, there is the use of images where the process of decay is already apparent-the saturation of color fading, the appearance of texture through the degradation of the fabric of the image. Secondly, there is the creative reuse of images to tell stories other than their own, and stills reframed as movement. What All This Can Happen demonstrates is that film's existence is finite but not final.
Writing of perspectives on time and place in her book For Space, geographer Doreen Massey describes a moment when her "imagination was reworked." 11 She was in Keswick in England's Lake District, thinking about history and how the town had changed: considering that, over all the human activities the traces of which remained in the town from Roman times to the present day, there had presided Skiddaw: "a massive block of a mountain … high, grey, and stony … impressive, immovable, timeless."
12 Her reworking of imagination, as she describes it, was her realization that the nearby Skiddaw was itself not as permanent as it might appear. Its rocks were shaped rather by shifting coastlines, eroding ancient lands and volcanic activity over many centuries: "A long and turbulent history, then. So much for timelessness."
13 And as Massey observes, as history continues to unfold, so the mountains continue to move: at the rate of a couple of centimeters a year, she writes: "about the rate at which our fingernails grow." 14 180 NORMAN ______________________________________________________________________________ My impression of watching All This Can Happen is that a similarly simple but irrevocable reworking of imagination is at play: a shift in realization around choreography, photography, film, and the passage of time. Davies' and Hinton's film is imbued with the ephemeral quality usually accorded to performance-ungraspable in its complexity, leaving a lingering impression of form, patterning, strata, sensation. Although structured in response to narrative, the overall experience of watching is of moving beyond words.
There is something in Massey's translation of the rate of tectonic shifts (moving mountains) to a human scale (the growth rate of fingernails) that seems fitting in discussing All This Can Happen as a work that shapes an almost unfeasibly large archival scope into the narrative of a day in the life of one person; as one reviewer, Sukhev Sandu, describes it, the film is "both harrowing and full of levity, pathological and poignant, microscopic and expansive." 15 And crucially, as another reviewer, Sanjoy Roy, notes, "all this did happen" 16 -all of the material is drawn from documentary film and photography, contexts then fused together, meanings rearranged, images repurposed to illustrate and illuminate Walser's story and, more widely, something of the human experience of moving.
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